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President Duterte's SONA I. (REACTION PAPER) Introduction II. has to deliver prudently was his or her first State of the
Nation Address or SONA. . And to make this happen I believea very good public information shall have to prevail; .

He cannot protect our country alone because he is not God, rather he will made us protect our country by
liberating us on how to deal with the matters of the society and liberating us on how harsh is our law. Upon
watching and reading his speech, the author of this paper by then identified the important points to be tackled
in this paper through research and personal judgment. Maybe because unlike the others, he personally made
himself the speech and it was heart fully written and delivered. How to write a narrative essay with a thesis
statement North Lanarkshire, resume CV how to write a business plan for a hotel sample cover letter for
nursing job application dissertation Cortland County how to write a personal statement for fiance visa State of
Missouri sample cover letter for job application fresh graduate dissertation abstract Cheshire, how to write
background for dissertation Glendale. He must first make the first move to unite with other government
officials in order for them to establish a better administration. Sign up Log in How To Write A Narrative
Essay With A Thesis Statement How to write a narrative essay with a thesis statement 8 Hours Plymouth how
long does it take to write your cover letter persuasive essay topics for academic writing how to write quotation
thesis. How to cite this page Choose cite format:. NDF, let me say this: All of us wants peace. The president
reminds me that we must not abuse our human rights, and it cannot be used as an excuse to destroy our
country. He acknowledge the presence of our Lumad brothers and let them enter the Malacanang, fed them
and talk to them about their concerns. His eagerness was expressed through words that sometimes are too
harsh which made him and his PAGE 4 administration a subject for anomalies and criticisms. As he said, "I
wish to assure everyone though that vindictiveness is not in my system. Though maybe harsh, his words are in
his actions. After choosing the leaders, it is now our turn to support and cooperate with the leader we chose or
voted. He loves our country and our fellowmen to risk his life when he expose the people who betrayed our
country and our fellowmen. He looks to his people equally. Overall, what touched me most with his speech is
the fact that he is eradicating criminality for the welfare of this country and its people. With this I am looking
forward to a peaceful and progressing Mindanao. Moreover, the president also our Muslim brothers to end the
centuries of distrust. How to write a narrative essay with a thesis statement 12 Hours how to write a book
review sample CUNY Senior Colleges and Graduate Schools Peconic County, how to write an essay for a
competition Shawinigan, how to write the resignation letter format admission essay Toledo how to write a
narrative essay with a thesis statement 24 Hours how to write a cover letter for trainee accountant Greene,
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How to write a narrative essay with a thesis statement 24 Hours how to write interview essay example. It will
also demarcate the road map of the state for the next six years in the essential aspects to be considered. He
made it possible that the laws shall be implemented righteously and the citizens were educated about it. The
father eagle loves the forest so much that he took every risk and face every challenges head on! Mostly, rallies
were violent but this time is different. Now, whose moral values is in the right track? In the evening, I am
agree with his administration for implementation of human approach to develop and governance to improve
peoples welfare. The father eagle took the risk, of being shot by evil hunters. Finger-pointing is not the way.
He seeks equality in everyone under his leadership. The government is more likely to implement more
programs if the officials and the people actively cooperate with each other. I believe that the tension between
both parties will decrease due to the fact that the president is from Mindanao PAGE 5 himself. Alam mo na.
How To Write A Narrative Essay With A Thesis Statement 3 Hours New York Erie County gre analytical
writing example essays annotated bibliography how to write discussion paper format Boise How to write a
narrative essay with a thesis statement York, how to reformat a write protected micro sd card Lac-Brome how
to write a english essay introduction. The President also mentioned the domination of his senatorial candidates
in May elections proving that he has regained the trust of the Filipino people in the presidency. We cannot
fully love and accept what was before and will come into our eyes when it comes to the current government
but at least let us give it a try. Because we all know that medias are used to convey messages that are
politically manipulated.


